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Activity Six
Make a Memory Game

For this activity, you will work with a partner to design a MEMORY GAME.  In this 
game, players take turns turning over two cards at a time.  They try to memo-
rize which cards are where.  Each player tries to turn over cards to make a 
matching pair.  At the end of the game, the player with the most matches wins.

Your memory game will use illustrations matched with words.  Your pictures will be of

different parts of the respiratory system and the nervous system. 

Use twenty square pieces of paper or Bristol board (ask your teacher for this).  With your 

partner, come up with ten examples of different parts of these two systems.  On one side 

of each card, draw a picture of the body part. On one side of the matching card, write the 

name of the body part.

When you are fi nished making the cards, you should have TEN cards with pictures and TEN 

cards with words.

Now you’re ready to play your game!

How to Play:

1. Play against one other person.

2. Flip all the cards over so that you cannot see them. Line them up in rows.

3.  First player fl ips over two cards. Are they a matching picture and word? If NO, then fl ip 

them over and the next player takes a turn. If the two cards match up, then keep the 

match. You get another turn!

4. The winner is the player who has fl ipped over the most matches.

Challenge!

Instead of writing the name of the organ on the matching card, write down its main job, 

and the system that it belongs to! 

Part A

Part B
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Activity Five
Fun Facts Cartoon

In this activity you will design and create a cartoon about the nervous system using one of 
the facts below:

• The nervous system is like a computer

• A nerve cell can be one yard long

• The brain weighs about three pounds

• The nervous system sends messages as fast as 184 miles per hour

If you wish, you may research another fact, but it must be about the nervous system. 

Be creative, and have fun!
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Activity Four
Sensory Poetry

In this activity, you will write a poem about one of the fi ve senses:

sight    hearing    touch    taste    smell

Choose the sense that you would most like to explore through writing.

You may use any format of poem that you know (i.e., acrostic, cinquain, limerick, etc.). It 
may be rhyming or non-rhyming. 

Think about the following:

•  What will be the MOOD of your poem? Will it be upbeat and fun? Will it be
serious?

• What kinds of SENSATIONS can you feel with this sense?
• How will you DESCRIBE these sensations? (What words will you use?)
• What PARTS of the body are needed for this sense?

Be as imaginative as you can as you write your poem. Be sure to give your poem a title. 
You may also want to include an illustration that shows what your poem is about. Use the 
space below to write down the ideas you have before you begin.

When you are fi nished writing your poem, practice reading it out loud. Practice speaking 
clearly and at a good pace (not too quickly or too slowly). Then, share your poem with 
your classmates.
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Activity Three
Television News Report

You have just been hired as a news reporter for your 
local television station. You have been asked to give a report on 

SAFETY and the RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. 

The focus of your report will be how to prevent choking.

RESEARCH: Using the reading passages, and information from the library or the Internet, 

fi nd out how the respiratory system works. You will also need to fi nd out what happens 

when a person chokes, and how choking can be prevented.

Here are some key words and terms that you should use in your report:

windpipe    epiglottis    lungs    inhale    exhale

WRITE YOUR REPORT as you would hear it on television.

Here is an example:

Good evening and welcome to (name of news channel) evening news. Tonight we 
have a special report on….
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Activity Two
Painting the Five Senses

In this activity, you will create a piece of WATERCOLOR ART 
about one of the fi ve senses:

sight     hearing       touch       taste       smell

Choose one of the fi ve senses that you would like to represent as a piece of artwork.

Think about the following:

• What are some of the SENSATIONS that you can feel because of this sense?

• What PARTS of the body are needed for this sense?

• How will you SHOW feelings in your picture?

• What COLORS will you use?

You will need to use your imagination for this one. Be sure to give your picture a title. You may 

also want to include a brief description of what it is about. Use the space below to write down 

the ideas you have before you begin.

When you are fi nished, share your watercolor with your classmates.
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Activity One
Take a Trip Through the Respiratory System!

Creating a Travel Brochure

You have just been hired as a TRAVEL AGENT. You have been given the job 
of creating a TRAVEL BROCHURE for families who are looking for a new and 
interesting vacation. You have thought up the great idea of promoting trips 

through the respiratory system.
You will need to use the information you have learned and your own imagination.

Creativity is a must! 

Be sure to include information about:

 • the windpipe
 • the bronchial tubes
 • the lungs
 • the alveoli
 • the blood vessels

Think about the following:

 • Where does the trip begin?
 • Where does it end?
 • What is the trip like? What would people see and hear? (Why would families want to
  go?)

Use colored pencils and markers to brighten your brochure. Someone should be able to 
look at your brochure and know that this would be an exciting holiday.

Use a regular piece of blank paper. Fold it into three sections. Fill in every section front and 
back so that there is no blank space left.

Have fun creating your travel brochure!

FREE!    
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The Respiratory System–Lungs

1.  Use your dictionary to look up the meanings of the words below. Write the 

definitions in the space beside each word.

inhale

exhale

sac

branches

alveoli

2.  Use the words from Question 1 above to complete the statements. 

 a)  When we breathe in, we . When we breathe out, we 

. 

 b)  The  are small s that fill with air when we 

inhale.

 c)  Our lungs are like trees. This is because one main “trunk”  into 

many smaller “twigs”.
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The Respiratory System – Lungs
1.  Fill in each blank with a term from the list. Two terms will be left over.

The job of our lungs is to  gases. Humans have a  of 

lungs. Our  help protect our lungs from damage. Our lungs get bigger, 

or , when they fill with . The windpipe  

into two bronchial tubes. These tubes branch into many smaller “twigs”. At the end of 

each “twig” is a  that is like a balloon. This is where  from 

the air moves into our bloodstream. It is also where  is moved from the 

bloodstream into the lungs. Then, with our  we breathe the carbon 

dioxide out of our body.

 air chest oxygen transfer pair carbon dioxide 
 lungs branches sac ribs expand exhale

a b

d

c

e f

g h

i

j

2.

T  F  a) Our lungs are shaped like soccer balls.

T  F  b) As we inhale, air moves out of our lungs.

T  F  c) The main job of the respiratory system is to transfer two gases in the body. 

T  F  d) Carbon dioxide is taken out of our body when we breathe. 

T  F  e) The insides of the alveoli are covered in tiny blood vessels. 

T  F  f) From our lungs, oxygen is carried to all parts of our body. 

T  F  g) Oxygen is a gas that is in air.

Circle    if the statement is TRUE or    if it is FALSE.T F 

ReadinG PassaGeNAME: 

...................
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The Respiratory System – Lungs
human has a pair of lungs. Our lungs are the most complicated 
part of the respiratory system. Our lungs fill our chest and are 
protected by our ribs. Did you know that each lung is about the 

size of a football? When a lung fills with air it gets much larger. To feel 
your lungs get bigger, take a deep breath. Feel how your chest changes 
shape and gets bigger when you breathe air in (inhale). Your lungs 
expand as they fill with air.

Our Lungs Look Like a Tree

A good way to picture our lungs is to think of a tree. Lungs have a solid trunk, just like a 
tree. Lungs also have branches that get smaller the further up you look. Our lungs are 
like an up-side-down tree. The trachea (windpipe) is like the trunk. It separates into two 
main branches, called the bronchial tubes. Each branch, or tube, leads into one of our 
lungs. These tubes branch many more times into thousands of “twigs”. At the end of each 
“twig” is a small sac called the alveoli. The alveoli are like balloons; they fill with air when 
we breathe in. The inside surface of the alveoli is covered in tiny blood vessels. The blood 
vessels move carbon dioxide from the bloodstream into the lungs. Then, this gas moves out 
of the lungs as we breathe out (exhale). The blood vessels also take oxygen from the lungs 
to every part of the body.

Our Lungs Work Like a Train Station

The job of our lungs is to take gases in and out of our body. We can also say that the lungs 
transfer gases. Imagine your lungs working like a busy train station. With every breath, two 
kinds of passengers (oxygen and carbon dioxide) travel in and out to their destination. We 
breathe oxygen into our lungs. Then it travels from our lungs into our bloodstream. Carbon 
dioxide travels from our bloodstream into the lungs. Then we breathe it out.

A

What is the main job of the lungs?

STOP
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The Respiratory System – Lungs

Extension & Application

3.  In what ways do the lungs look like trees?

 

 

4.  Why do we say that the lungs work like a train station?

 

 

5.  Is the bloodstream important for the respiratory system to do its job? Why or why not?

 

 

7.   The diaphragm is a large muscle just below the lungs. It is important for breathing. Do 

some research to find out how this muscle helps us breathe. 

8.   Read about the Heimlich Maneuver. What is it? Find out how it works with the 

respiratory system to save people who are choking.

windpipe  mouth  nose  bronchial tubes  lungs

6.  Label the respiratory system using the terms in the list. Use information from the 

reading, the Internet, or a book from the library to help you. 

 

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  

e)  

a

b

e

c
d
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Memory Games – Touch and Sight
Part 1 - TOUCH

YOU WILL NEED:

•	 A	small	box	or	bag	that	you	cannot	see	through.	It	should	have	an	opening	large	

enough for a hand. 

•	 12	different	objects	with	a	variety	of	textures	(i.e.,	soft,	scratchy,	smooth,	lumpy,	etc.)	and	

sizes 

•	 a	blindfold

Your teacher will give you these things. All the objects should be in the box or bag.  

You must not know what the objects are.

HOW TO PLAY:

1. Take 30 seconds to feel the objects in the box/bag. Try to guess what they are with only 

your sense of touch.

2. In your notebook, list what you think the things in the bag are.

3. Look in the box/bag. Beside your wrong guesses, write the correct answers so that your 

list is complete and correct. Are you surprised by your results?

Part 2 - SIGHT
YOU WILL NEED:

•	 15	to	25	different	objects	or	pictures

•	 A	table	or	small	tray	to	put	the	objects	on

•	 A	cloth	to	cover	the	objects

Your teacher will give you these things.  

You must not know what the objects are before you begin.

HOW TO PLAY:

1. Take the cloth off the collection of objects. Look at the collection of objects for one 

minute.

2. Cover the objects with the cloth.

3. In your notebook, list what you remember seeing.

4. Look at the objects again. Make any changes to your list so that it is complete and 

correct. Are you surprised by your results? Did you remember everything?
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Comprehension Quiz

SUBTOTAL: /18

2. Name one part of the brain. Describe where it is in the brain, and one main 
job it has.

6
Name the three main parts of the nervous system. Describe what each part 
does.

1.

5. Describe how our body feels pain. Use the terms skin, sensory receptors, 
message and brain in your answer. Why is it important that we can feel pain?

4. Describe what happens with oxygen and carbon dioxide in the respiratory 
system. Use the terms inhale, exhale, lungs and bloodstream in your answer.

3. Name one of the two kinds of nerves in the human body. Describe what they 
do in the body. 

3

2

4

3

Answer each question in complete sentences.

Part C

NAME: 
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Across
 2. The lungs work like a  
 6. The two kinds of nerves are 

sensory nerves and  
nerves 

 8. The colored part  
of the eye 

 9. Helps us see near  
and far 

 10. Connects the brain  
to the spinal cord 

 11. The ear  is the  
tube that leads  
into the ear 

 12. Feeling pain is  
important for our  

 14. A single bone in the spine  
 15. Our mouth and  

nasal cavity  
are inside  
our head 

 18. The  nerve  
links the retina to  
the brain 

 19. Nerve  are  
also called  
neurons 

 20. The spinal cord  
is a thick  of  
nerves 

Crossword Puzzle!

Down
 1. The cerbellum is important for balance and  
 3. The back of the eye where the image is made 
 4. The receptors in our  allow us to smell  
 5. Sound enters the head through the  ear 
 7. Nerves carry  to and from the brain  
 13. The spinal cord is  by the vertebrae 
 16. We breathe in the gas called  
 17. The nervous system is like a 

1

2 3 4

5

6 7

8

9 10

11

12 13

14

15 16 17

18

19

20

Word List
bundle outer

train station posture

lens nasal cavity

vertebra messages

cells computer

motor protected

iris retina

brain stem oxygen

canal connected

survival opticHA
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2.

1.

a) inhale, exhale

b) alveoli, sac

c) branches

Answers will vary

7

To take gases in and 
out of the body  

(take in oxygen, take 
out carbon dioxide)

1.

a) transfer b) pair

c) ribs d) expand

e) air f) branches

g) sac

h) oxygen

i) carbon dioxide

j) lungs

2.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

Windpipe (trachea) is 
like a tree trunk that 
branches into smaller 
“twigs” the further away 
from the “trunk” they go

3.

4.

a) nose

b) mouth

c) windpipe

d) lungs

e) bronchial tubes

6.

Answers will vary 
depending on  
resources used

7.

5.

With every breath, two 
kinds of passengers 
(oxygen and carbon 
dioxide) travel in and out 
to their goal

Yes – oxygen moves into 
the bloodstream (from 
the lungs/respiratory 
system), carbon dioxide 
moves out of the 
bloodstream to the 
lungs/respiratory system

8.

Answers will vary  
depending on  
resources used

Answers will vary

12

Answers will vary

13

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

9
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The Respiratory System – Lungs

Extension & Application

3.  In what ways do the lungs look like trees?

 

 

4.  Why do we say that the lungs work like a train station?

 

 

5.  Is the bloodstream important for the respiratory system to do its job? Why or why not?

 

 

7.   The diaphragm is a large muscle just below the lungs. It is important for breathing. Do 

some research to find out how this muscle helps us breathe. 

8.   Read about the Heimlich Maneuver. What is it? Find out how it works with the 

respiratory system to save people who are choking.

windpipe  mouth  nose  bronchial tubes  lungs

6.  Label the respiratory system using the terms in the list. Use information from the 

reading, the Internet, or a book from the library to help you. 

 

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  

e)  

a

b

e

c
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